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Within the community of nations are nar-
ticular interactions between people and event® which
ought to be considered the proper subject-matter for
international law. During this Century, the refugee
and his concomitant legal problems have been treated
as a proper concern of the international community.
The refugee has been defined , analyzed ana treated
by international law. National attitudes towards
the plight of the refugee have changed, and in some
instances there has been improvement®. Nonetheless,
the increase in the numbers of refugees in this cen-
tury has far outpaced any treatments applied thereto.
War, in most cases has fathered the refugee. Some
wars have caused people to seek refuge without the
boundaries of the state in which the conflict occurs.
There are other wars, in which, uprooted and displaced
by the battles, the people nevertheless remain within
the boundaries of the state. They seek refuge within
the state where the confli tcurs. There are nany
aspects to the problems of the war refugee. There

are humanitarian, social, economic, legal , and polit-
ical considerations. The emphasis throughout this
work is on the legal aspects and considerations.
Legal rules, however, do not exist in a vacuum.
Their purpose is to regulate situations am! provide
solutions tc problems confronting man. Refugees,
as a concept, shall be examined in the light of in-
ternational values and goals. The standard herein-
after employed to aid in discerning international
goals ancl trends shall be the definition of refugee
found in important international agreements. These
definitions shall be examined to discover whether





In customary international law there is
not a generally accepted definition of the term
* refugee. * However, one ought not infer that the
refugee is not a proper subject of international
2law. Refugees have been inextricably involved in,
and affected by the siodern development of interna-
tional law. Nevertheless, it is unwarranted to dis-
cuss the refugee in »n abstract juridical sense,
flM concept of the status of the refugee must be
examined only within the context of a particular
legal instrument. In this regard one mist understand
Customary international law refers to interna-
tional custom in the sense of a general practice




For the position of individuals as proper sub-
jects of international lav, see Lauterpacht, "The
Subjects of the Law of Nations," 63 L. Q. Rev. 438
(1347) . Cf. The Mavromraates Palestine Concessions,
P. C. I. J. ser. A, No. 2 (1924), wherein the court
stated that by taking up the case of one of its? sub-
jects and by resorting to international judicial

ithat any international legal agreement, relatl
to the refugee, is merely a response to a particular
and real social condition affecting the refugee.
These conditions existed prior to and at the time
of any international agreement relating to the refu-
gee. For tht?> kroner and complete understanding of
a particular refugee situation, and the international
approach thereto, it is essential that the underlying
factual situation be revealed. Mm must know why cer-
tain legal efforts on behalf of the mfttfpMI were
undertaken by the international community.
B. THE RUSSIAK REVOLDTICK WOW
The first major effort to assist the refu-
gee through international law was a direct result of
the Soviet Revolution of 1917. The nations of the
2 (Continued) proceedings, a State is in reality
asserting its own right, the right to ensure respect
for the rules of international law.
International conventions are known under dif-
ferent names, of which "convention", "treaty", "agree-
ment" and "protocol* ar« the most extensively employ*
The tem '"convention" is often applied to a multilat-
eral instruments of eone I , "treaty" to a
bilateral or regional instrument of some importance,
whereas the terms "agreement* a protocol" are fre-
quently used to describe instruments of lesser conse-
quence. The terms are used interchangeably herein.
Simpson, The Refugee Problem 75 (1939).
--
world were witness to the advent of a new social
force in Russia, As a result of this revolution
nearly one and a half million Russi->i (*eopl© became
refugees and departed Russia. In an effort to lessen
the plight of these Russian refugees, large sums of
money were expended by some European MOVSKtt#tilMB and
private charitable organizations. These measures
,
however, were temporary emergency expenditures.*
The response to the refugee situation by th& inter-
national cotsnunity was based on the assumption that
a successful counter-revolution was inevitable in
Russia. It was believed that this event would dissi-
pate the refugee problem by facilitating the return
of the refugees to their former hopes in Russia.
For the raost part, aid was rendered to the ref-
ugee only if he were outside of Russia. Thm problem
of the most critics! importance to the refugee con-
cerned the lack of proper identity and. travel docu-
ments. These papers were essential to th<& free
movement of thtst refugee. Ihe absence of the afore-
said documents constituted the severest burden under
JId.
^Macartney, Kafwgtsa H rfc of the League
19 (1930).

which the refugee labored. As a result the refugees
were immobilized within this countries in which they
found themselves.
C. THE HIGH COMMISSIONER POP HOT
When It was realized by tha world community
that the refuge© would not be returning to Russia,
many of the states with refugees looked to the League
of Nations for guidance. The Joint Committee of the
International Committee of th*i Aftd Cross, Ut February
1§21, invited the League? of Nations to appoint a
High Commissioner to define the status of refugees,
and among other things, to coordinate measures for
Ithe assistance of refugees. ' Fridtjof M.msen of
Norway was thereafter appointed High Commissioner
by the League of Kations. It is generally agreed
that no other man would have had the same influence
and authority with governments and charitable organ-
9
ixations. Although there was no direct stipulation
7Id. at 20.
o
Id. at 199. On 21 Tune 1921, the Council con-
voked a Conference on the Question of Russian Refu-
gees. In addition, the Council authorized the appoint-
ment of a High Commissioner for Refugees. 13 L« *. C.
M. 53 (1921)1 See also 12 L. I, C. H. 13 (1920).
9Simpson, supra note 4, at 200.

regarding refugees contained in the League Covenant,
because of the importance attach t the mission of
the Office of the High Commissioner , it was made re-
sponsible directly to the League Council.
The principal responsibilities of the new
Commissioner , as defined by the League of <'&tions
,
were to coordinate the actions of governments and
private organisations for the relie I "Russian refu-
gees; to regulate the legal status of the refugees?
and to assist in locating permanent homes. The
enormity of the problem bWWMit apparent only after
a census disclosed the lasyt number of Russians who
were refugees, Tb- -raissioner recognized that
the treatment accorded to e- roup of refugees by
the authorities in the several European countries
12
substantially differed from one area to another."*
The High Commissioner, however, had not been provided
with any funds for expenses other than administrative
Cf« League of Mations Covenant, art. 23, which
provide<T~*that members of the League will endeavor to
secure and maintain fair and humane conditions of
labor for men and to that end will establish and main-
tain the necessary international organizations.
Thompson, Refugees 19 (1938) .
12
Simpson, supjra note 4, at 200.
,».





costs. Thus, when the I ssioner sought
additional funds , he encountered the prevailing at-
titude that it was not the business of the High Cora-
14
missioner to finance Russian refugees. As a result
of the League's? action , the High Commissioner was
limited to calling for an inter-governmental confer-
ence to convene at Geneva for the purpose of con-
sidering a proposal to issue identity certiflcates
3 5to the refugees,
D. THE HAKSRH PASSPORT
These were the circumstances surrounding
the first occasion of the Twentieth Century when the
refugee was made the subject-matter of a written in-
IIternationai agreement. In 1922, several natir
entered into an agreement entitled "Arrangement with
Regard to the Issue of Certificates of Identity to
13
»« initial allocation to the Cors&issioner
was $20,000.00. h. K. Doc. No. A/L/3 5, Minutes of
the Fourth Committee of the 3+e Assembly, Annex 23,
305.
Macartney, supra note 6, at 29.
5
L. R, Doc. No. CRR 30/1 (1922).
* Subsequently, the "Hansen passport* was accept-
ed in principle by fifty-three states. L. N. Doc.
No. Ch 7f/l (1922) .

17Russian He s." Of singular and note / im-
portance was the absence therein of any definition
for the ter*» "refugee." By the terms thereof, a
certificate of identity could ha JMHWfl, by the High
Commissioner, to a refv >£ Russian origin who had
not acquired a new nationality. The a > ta&elv
refers to the concept of a "rn- Aw was of "Rus-
sian origin, The ngn>»!! I*Unities enabled
the High Commissioner to freely confer refugee status.
The successes o* tflMp B&gtl Oow*issioner Aid not,
however, teal directly with the pyobleBUi of eliminat-
ing the refuuee. Of course, there was the apparent
solution of repatriation, f! Natiott*
agreed with the High Commit*dinner that repatriation
ought to he wholly voluntary- and that if refupees
were to be sent back to the Soviet TTnipn, then the
Soviet Government woivld have to undertake certain
minimal guarantees of fair treatment, ' Thereafter,
the High Commissioner sought and obtained a promise
of asmisty and a guarantee of fair treatment for all
refugees who should desire to roturn to the Soviet
17 13 L. «. ». t, 237 (1921) .
18
Macartney, supra note 6, at 31

Union. These negotiations were directly between
the High Commissioner and the Soviet Union. Thus,
it may be seen that the High Commissioner established
rights for refugees who might desire to return to
their former country. For those refugees who did not
desire to return to the Soviet, the High Commissioner,
with the aid of private organizations, assisted the
integration of at least 800,000 refugees into the
economies of France and Germany. Those refugees not
otherwise resettled were dispersed into forty-five
countries by the herculean efforts of the High Com-
21 •
missioner. While some progress was being made in
the reduction of the number of refugees , it must be
noted that even the High Commissioner was of the
22
opinion that the problem was transitory in nature;
Stoessinger, The Refugee and the World Commu-
nity 19 (1956) .
20 id.
xHolborn, The League of Nations and the Refugee
Problem, Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science, 126 (1939). In most instances,
the refugees who were resettled were prohibited from
the practice of their professions and former occupations
The employment opportunities available to the refugee
mainly fell into the category of manual labor. One
exception to the general rule of treatment was made
in Czechoslovakia where a Russian University wa3 esta-
blished at the expense of the government. Macartney,
supra note 6, at 47.
22League Council , Minutes of the Fourth Committee






and that its end was merely a matter of awaiting the
passage of time. Nonetheless, prior to the comple-
tion of efforts on behalf of the Russians, another
stark challenge arose.
E. THE ARMENIAN REFUGEE
During World War I, Armenians served on the
side of the Allied powers with the expectation of
obtaining national independence from Turkey. Turkey
was a member of the Central Powers. In 1920, the
victorious powers recognized a de facto independent
Armenian government. Armenia was also a signatory
to the Treaty of Sevres, under which, Turkey was com-
pelled to recognize an independent Armenia. In 1922,
Turkey, notwithstanding the provisions of the Treaty
23
of Sevres, invaded Armenia. Armenia sought direct
aid from the League of Nations. The League, in re-
sponse to the situation, passed a resolution which
expressed both the concern of the League and the
League's desire that some state should intervene with
a view toward terminating the Turkey-Armenian hostil-
24
lties. Two causes are assigned to the creation
23Stoessinger, supra note 21, at 23.
24
League of Nations Off. J., 2nd Ass. 5 (192t.>
11
I-
of the resulting refugee ation* (a)
,
pation of Armenian territory Turkey
and (b) , cession of a section of fcxiftftftia to Turkish
sovereignty. 25 The Council of the J&tions
in 1324, author- the High Commissi -
the benefits of its services to the Ar UQ refu-
gee who was no longer within Armenia. In .tion,
members of the League of Nations Mt into
international sgreessent entitled the "Plan for the
Issue of a Certificate of Identity to Armenian
Regugees of 31 -924," This agr- t define
«nian refugees as persons of Armenian origin,
who are not Russian refugees within the meaning of
27the arrangement concluded at Geneva on S July 1922.
The absence of a specific definition continued the
vagueness of the prior arrangement. The inference
is that the problems associate^ with the Amenian
25
: ommmttogmSt sugra note 21, at 24,
26
L. . Doc. C. L. 72(a) (1924).
'"These two instruments were supplemented .
•mended by the Arrangement relating to the Issue of
Identity certificates t. islffl and Armenian Refu-
gees, Supplementing and Anei vious Ar~





refugee were considered to be transient in nature.
fact that t x ' rs cot.']-'- not agi o other
than a plan gives rise to the inferer. fct a rsore
realistic attitude toward the refttye was emerging.
The generality of the refTWt<M> to the refugee
within the plan allowed for addition©! time for the
participating .'neir.bers to re-«valv ir entire
approach to the pvoblca* The - • Ian r »ee
were displaced throughout Asia and "urorje.28 In
1926, reaiisrinp the lack of progress toward any
solution of the situation, and in an effort to ameli-
orate the position of the refucreefj, an Tnt arn~
mental Conference on Refugee Questions was convened
at Geneva. As a result of this conferMMM , an
agreer-ent was entered into by th« participants which




As a result of the 1926 Conference at
Geneva, there were two definitions agree on by
29
Holfaorn, supra r. - . 127.
29 M note 2€ supra.
13

the international miwmiiii) I (1 Ltloa in the
case of the Russian ref nK An of
Russian Origin who does not enjoy or ... no longer
enjoys the protection of t . ent of I Russia
J
and wr*o has not acquired any other nationality." 1
La definition was selectee opted by the
Conference with the underst- " that I it
would not he construed to depriv ildren of
Ku.^ refugees who were born abroad of the benefits
31
i the international refuaee rfat In the con-
text of the then existina situation it is to
noted that most Russian refugees were stateless
persons as a result of Soviet legislation which
32
vitiated their citisenshi: legislation was
repealed in 19 3B although statelessness of the
3 "*
refugee was continued by the Soviet Onioa." is,
30 89 L. H. », f« 47*
3I
L. N. Doc. R./I, •« C. Ho. 10, 5 (1926).
Cf . Pussian .Socialist Federative Soviet Repv.
lie Law" I Dec. 1021 . »R, Ordnances regarding
Union Citizenship of 29 October 1924; Union Citizen-
ship Law of 13 November 1925 , Flournoy and Hudson,





~ Soviet Citizenship Law of 19 August 1938.
U. « PubJ , I ./Log./Ser. V/A 462.
14

it may be seen that a prerequisite for international
assistance was the absence of any effective state
assistance. Certainly , the Soviet Union would not
render aid and assistance to any of those people
frcn whosi Russian citisser een removed. In
addition thereto, the refugee who was to he rendered
assistance by international law vaunt not enjoy the
prospect of receiving assistance from any state
government. Any benefits which were to be conferred,
would not be conferred upon a citizen of a state.
This approach was necessarily a response to the at-
titudes of state governments themselves.
The Armenian refugee under the 1926 Arrangement
was defined as: "Any person of Armenian origin,
formerly a subject of the Ottoman Frapire, who does
not enjoy or no longer enjoys the protection of the
Government of the Turkish Republic and who has not
•- -
acquired any other nationality." A significant
difference froa the Russian refugee definition is
the inference of the non-refugee statu® of children
born outside the Ottoman Empire. It is illogical
.. -,
,
34 89 L, N. f. t. 47
15
-
to conceive of children who were born abroad conform-
ing to the requirement that the refugee be formerly
a subject of the Empire. The inference being that
the treaty drafters were of th& opinion that repatri-
ation in the case of the Armenian i rbt nc
be the best solution for the settlement of the prob-
lem. The drafters were no longer oriented towar
re-establishing and securing contacts with the
refugee's former state of residence. Another dis-
tinction to be considered in the analysis of these
two international definitions is that the Armenian,
refugees were not ger se deprived of their citizen-
ship through discriminatory class legislation. The
Turkish authorities had the power through special
legislation to deprive those Ottoman subjects of
their Turkish citizenship who did not take part in
the national independence isovewent and who remained
outside Turkey after 24 July 1923.35 This legisla-
tive authorization was not self-executing and re-
quired considerable administrative action.
G. PUT-WORLD WAR IX REPOGEB
The next significant international




event which concerned tfee refugee occurred in
1933. As a result of international agreement/ there
was the Convention relating to the Internatin-
37Status of Refugees of 28 October 1933.
vention provided no new definition of "refugee" and
there was no recognition of any new special class
or categories of people to be included therein.
Article I, of the aforesaid Convention, stated that
the Convention was applicable only to Russian a
Armenian refugees subject to such modification BJ
amplification as each Contracting Party introduced
into that definition at the moment of signature or
accession. The significance of this Convention is
apparent only after an examination of the world
In 1926, in Bulgaria, there had been a loss
of territory through diplomacy and as a result there-
of many people were displaced. The refugees had fl
into the remaining territory of Bulgaria. '":»ere was
international hostility towards rendering any inter-
national aid when Bulgaria applied to the League of
Nations for assistance. The members of the League
feared that any money expended by the League i^ight
inure to the benefit of military aggression by Bul-
garia. Simpson, supra note 4, at 22. However, after
a new government came into power in Bulgaria and
proclaimed a political amnesty for political refugees,
there was a change in international attitudes ta
thereafter assistance was Id. at 24.
37159 L. i. T. S. 199.
17
--•',.
situation and the problems to which th« C otion
relates.
It was at this time in the world c€Kas?mnity that
the political philosophy of Facials appeared in Eu-
rope. Italy expelled nearly one million opponents
of Mussolini's government. The majority of thess
refugees found their way to France. In addition,
a burden was cast upon France when nearly one-half
raillion Spanish loyalists sought r&fvi^e front Spain's
39
newly established government."'" mi problems con-
nected with the Spanish and Italian refugees were
not considered to be properly within th& province
of the League of Nations. sal League, at this
time, was dealing with problems which were by their
very nature bound to arouse the hostility of actual
or potential members of the League. It Is to be
noted that the earlier attitude of regarding the
refugee problem as transitory ha6 been altered.
The international community was now regarding the
3 gStosssinger, supra note 21, at 31
39
Macartney, sujgra note 6„ at 63.
jftm
nr
problem as insoluafclst in the context of the then
world situation. Political considerations were cur-
tailing international efforts into solving the prob-
lens associated with the refugee. Refugees were
becoming more of a world problera than ^en the
case in earlier years.
It was 1933 that the problem of .Jewish I \?es
from Germany was brought to the official attention
of the League of Nations. The problems associated
with the Jewish refugee grew out of the result!*
|
imbalances created by the influx of refugees into
European labor market frost Germany. Germany
was a member of the League of Nations. In response
to the crisis, the League established a "High
Cossnissloner for Refugees Coming from Germany." It
was a mere token action, however , since no funds
were to be provided. All funds for administrative
and operational expenses would have to come fror-i
non-League sources. This separate agency con-
tinued until 1938, when it was finally acknowledged
42that the agency had been ineffective. The world
41
L. N. Doc. No. A/14 1 <1934).
42
Kolborn, supra note 23, at 134
19

situation was soon to alter radically the treatment
of refugees. The failure of the I*eague to treat the
political causes creating rafuqe.ee may have contributed






a. t 0HXTBB maze
After ftorld War II the refugee question
appeared as an iters on the agenda of the First
Session of the General Assembly of the Unit
43
Nations. At that tine, there were a] ornately
44
one million refugees mixed qua refugees.
The debate ai*ong the membership dealth primarily
with two questions—whether the problem of the
refugee was a matter properly within the e&qnLz&iiC®
of the international community, and if it were*
whether repatriation was a desirable goal in solv-
ing the prob leia
.
On the one side of the debate, several meraber-
states advocated a strictly nationalistic approach.
These forces contended that the approach to the
problem by the League of nations, in effect,
43
U. < Doc. E. lef. 1 (1946)? See also U.
Doc. A/45 (1946) .
44
U. N. Doc. E/Ref. 1 (194€).
45
Btoesslnger, supra note 21, at 62.

lengthened the period of time that a person suffered
the burdens of a refugee. These states advocated
that the problems of the 1 leileeiit of refugees were
the problems of the states wherein the refugees were
located. On the other side of the international
debate , the response to the problem, was in the na-
ture of an humanitarian appeal, SlMMM nations con-
tended that in the absence of international action,
46the refugees would receive no assistance. The
discussion of the question of repatriation caused
a more serious clash between the opposing states.
To resolve this conflict the matter was itted
to a committee appointed by the General Assembly*
The Committee formulated a resolution which was no
more than a general statement of policy : •» • . the
main task concerning displaced persons [is to} en-
courage and assist . . , their early return to their
47
countries of origin." Is simple policy statement
did not refer to the issue of voluntariness. This




U. N« Doc. 1/1$, Annex A 14 (194$)
V •
states. Thereafter, the Committee* submitted another
resolution which was adopted by t. •WMMlX A.
The latter resolution set forth tha explicit state-
ment of principle that repatriation of the ttefttg
must be in accord with the desires of the individual
refugees
No refugees • • . who have finally and definite-
ly, in complete freedom , and after receiving
full knowledge of the facts Including adequate
information frees the governments of their coun-
tries of origin, expressed vaJ ejections to
returning to their countries of origin, and
who do not fall in the category of criminals
. . . shall be compelled to return to their
country of origin.***
B. THE ^NATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION
The winds of change produced a new concept
regarding the refugees. The problems were no longer
to be considered only as a clash between an individ-
ual and a state. As a result of the efforts of the
United Nations, the international concept of a refu-
gee was enlarged. Eligibility for aid and assistance
under the Constitution of the International Refuge*
49
Organization of 15 December 1946 was conceived in
Id.
49 1S U. IK T. P. 3 (1946). Article 2(1) of
the Constitution provides, in part? "The functions




terms of general categories of peoj. , rather than
limited groups.
Commencing with the- cons icler&t ion of the refu-
gee problem in the League cf Ke&ietMj gove. ts
had consistently attempted to treat the problems of
the refugee within rather narr defined limits
of time and space. In th^. anna la of international
organisations there had marched an uninterrupted
procession of temporary agencies, MM& established
to solve what was essentially a long-terai problem,
I only were these agencies conceived with specific
limitations as to duration, but each had jurisdiction
of only a specific part of the world's refugees.
Although the agencies were diversified la their in-
ternational apparatus, the international organisations
dealing with refugees have remained essentially with-
in this format and as a result thereof, differences
49 (Continued) with the purpose*? and principles
of the Charter of the 0?l shall be: the repatriation
the identification, registration and classification;
the care and assistance; the legal and political pro-
tection? the transport; and thn resettlement and re-
establishraent . . . •*
50
Refugees as a term within the Constitution
of the International Refugee Organization is divided
into four parts. Part I, Sec. A, para. 1 provides
that the terra applies to a person who h&s left, or
24
It
has been in degree rather than in k
The Internationa; snization was one
the early attempts be test, the km *l ttf
"spec:" j-lisad agency" devio- . is was essentially
50 {Continued) who ia outside of, fails country of
nationality or of former habitual residence, and who,
?ther or not he has retained his nationalit-.
to one of four categories
i
(a) victims of Nazi or Fascist regimes or of the other
regimes which took part on their side la the* Seco-
world War whether enjoying international status as
refugees or not.
(b) Spanish Republ other victims? of I
Falangist regime in sp&it>. whether enjoying interna-
tional status as refugees or not,
<c) persons who were considered a refugee before the
outbreak of the Second world War.
Para. 2 Ides that the km ..-fugee also applies to
a person who is outside of his country of nationality
or fc habitual residence and who as a result of
events subsequent to the outbreak of the Second HerX4
War is unable or unwilling to avail himself of the
protection of the government of his country of nation-
ality.
Para. 3 provides that the term refugee shall also ap-
ply to persons of: Jewish origin M well as to foreigners
and stateless persons who were victint? of Ntftftt persecu-
tion and were detained in or who were obliged zo flee
from Germany or Austria, and who were subsequently re-
turned tc one of those countries.
Para. 4 provides that the term refugee applies to un-
accompanied children who are war orphans or whose
parents have disappeared , and who are outside their
country of origin. note 49.
51See IT. It, Charter arts. 55, 57, and 58.
25

an effort to cy»»jTCOMi oolit "ferenees and hos-
tilities among the tU ! M of Sftlia
had attenptetf to avoid criticise frc?« wtfbtr states
by the ^nt«nlishr.«nt of the League's < '*sion-
•r. Similarly, the International Refugee Organiza-
tion was placer! on the periphery of the Unite
tions system, Qtotef its constitution, tA4 Inter-
national Refugee Organization was expressly per-
mitted to have a selective membership policy.
General Assembly reasoned that such policy would
enable it to operate without those nuwwxsrB who were
openly hostile to the purposes associated with its
52
establishment. However , when tne operation of the
International Refugee Organ! station was Getting to an
end in 1951, there had not been any substantial re-
duction of the worl^ refugee problem.
The first substantial departure froia the Inter-
national Refugee Organization approach was Initiated
by the Arab-Israel conflict. The General Assembly
on 1 August 194 S, unanir*ously voted against the in-
clusion of either Arab or Jewish .Middle Eastern
refugees under the jurisdiction of the International
52 International Refugee Organization Const.
art 4 supra note 4 9.
26
*4i
Refugee Organisation. The reason ascribed theref* •
was tnat the essentially non-political a- sani-
tarian character of the organisation woulc" be altered
vy involvassent in a major political conflict.
This argument advances, of course, the corollary
that any response to such situation mife r—i>i»
54
a national plane. Similarly the Korean War, which
commenced" in 1350, was without t In-
ternational Refuse Organization, even t i there
I
were approximately itfwi million civilian r«f»-
56
who left North Korea for South Korea. It has been
estimated that at the end of the existence of the
International Refugee Organization fclwre were over
30 ir-illion refugees in the* world. While it may be
stated that the Organisation had fulfilled many tasks,
53
Stoessinger , sujE:ra Kf>te 21, at 3&.
54
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine Refugees in the Near JM%« See U. N. Doc.
Seventh Session of General Ms—My, Ho. 13 (A2127)
301-0* (1952).
55N.Y. Times, May 13, 1951, p. 1, col, 4.
S6 U. , Doc. No. 19 <A/2222) Gen, Ass. Off. Rec
7th Sesa. 1.
57
Roes, The Refugee and the United Nations
,
International Conciliation June 1953.
27

dless the failure ho overcome the pro-- »f
the refugee returned the crisis to thfl aaroac!
of International Law. The Inter
r
jme
Organisation I not justify as rvoi i of I
tirae limitation incorporated i r,
C. THE UNITED NATIONS HIGH CG R FOP
EBFDGI
On December 14, 1950, by resolution t K the
General Assembly established the Office of the United
Hations High Cojaraissioner for Refugees. It was the
hope of the Assembly that member states would, once
more, find It convenient to cooperate with a High
Commissioner. In other words, there wight be less
friction if the nations could deal with an interna-
59tional civil servant. A statute set forth the
60limits of the authority of the High Commissioner.
He would act under the authority of the General
Assembly. The primary function assigned to the*
office v/as to provide international protection to
to refugees. It was recognise* that if this effort
5S
U. H. !>oc. ICVlir 48, 4 (1950).
53
T\ « Doc HCR/INF, Annex 1 (lift) ,
IIStoessinger, •* .-.ote 21, at 90.

were to succeed the agency would a
non-political character. In an effort b .iversa-
lize the foundation upon whi ..'jsioner
would stand, the fact of neiv
Nations would not be a consideration in ic
an ouneil's selection of \ aroblp of
an a- vi.iory yvcrai to assist th« MT«
This attempt at universality vao ar rt to offset
the weakness of the International ' -isation
which had been composed, of natic. or.Iy t&t non-
61
communis t bloc. Ir ition, rather • speci-
fic time Limit « at th*» end of three yearn, there
would be a review to determine whether the office
of the high Commissioner should be continue
The High Commissioner's Attti&f were expressly
set forth in the Statute c\ fcha Office of the United
Nations High Cordissioner for is. In the afore-
said statute , the General Assembly elected to recog-
nize group*; and specific categor •* and
placed within the jurisdicti rh Commit-
sioner the following:
6A (i) any person who had been considered
a refugee under [certain previous international
conventions and agreements]
,
€1Statute of th of the United Nations
;h Commissioner For Refugees. General Assembly




(ii) (6) Any person, who as & result of events
occurring before I Jamxa- II and a to
well-.founded fear of foel- rsecuted for rea-
sons of rae<*, religion f nationality Liti-
cal opinion is outside the country of his na-
tionality and is un*vhle cr, tta?
or for r*?r*sonR other than personal convenience,
is unwillinj to avail I If ©f otion
of that country'; or who, not having a national-
ity &n& b&ing oat. hi* former
habitual residence, is unable or, owing to such
fear or for reasons other thar con-
venience, is unwilling to return to it.^*
Thus, refugees who had been, by definition,
within the confines of previous international trea-
ties were treated as proper subjects of the new High
Commissioner. The addition of a new liberal concept
of the "pre- 19 51 events'4 refugee was of im impor-
tance.
D. COtfvT'JTI • 'LATING "0 V8B .r TAT!T. OF MOT
th the above organizational task completed
and the concept of thm single I r*fe«wr a working
reality, tvrenty 'six nations th« foil ;^ar agreed
to a ^r3ft o? 3 Convention delating to the status
of Refugees. Tho Consent:" tllel&<9 In part
the definition of refugees who were plftcwd within









Convention continued recognition of all Ot the foraw
internationally recognised classes or groups of ref-
ugees fc The second category of refugees recogni*,--
by the Convention were those refugees of th. tf#~
1951 events" who had been placed witnin the -jurisdic-
tion of the Office of the High Commissioner. On
28 July 1951, the Convention ca^e into being.
Both the Statute Mi the 1951 Convention are
logical projections of the expanding refugee concept
accepted by the legislators of the international
community. For a refugee to be an international ref-
ugee he must not be in the country of his nationality
or in a country in which he has strong contacts by
reason of lengthy residence.
A proble?r>. associated with nationality is the
question of statelessness. Whereas the person pos-
sessing nationality or citizenship »u*t sever his
contacts with the country of citizenship, there are
those who have no citizenship. The problem of sts
lessnesR nas therefor continued to be of critical
importance, when is a person stateless and when does
he possess nationality? It is forseeable that in
64
189 D. M. T. t. 157 (3951). It is to be not
that there are minor differences between the statute
and the 19S1 Convention. The main difference is that
the Convention includes the phrase "membership of a
31
•.
of a person possessing a certain nationality,
the country of hi* forr-er habitual -
not correspond with the country of .his national.!;
Of assistance here, er© the provisions of Arti-
cle I of the International Convention on Certain Ques-
tions relating to the Conflicts a nality X*aw$,
which was adopted at the Hague on 12 April If30,"
Article I acknowledges that it ftj for each state
to determine. Uur its own law, who la to be a.
national of the state. The Convention acknow-
ledges that this principle shall be roeocrniied by
other states in ko far as it is corn? intent with
other international conventions, international cos~
feOM and the principles of law generally r<COg»lw
as relating to nationality. Article IT V of the
aforesaid Convention sets forth an additional rule
which ia worthy of inquiry. Article II state® that
64 (Continued) particular social group" as an
additional ground to bottora. the fear of persecution
criteria j and in addition thereto, the Statute pro-
vision that the failure to seek protection of V:
country of his nationality may be for 'reasons other
than personal convenience" is not included in the
Convention.













H Ml •• r •"
that any question as to whether a pore ssesses
the nationality of a particular State shall !eter~
mined in ac nee with the law of the State
which the nationality is claimed.
The aforesaid nationality provisions May be
considered no is©re than codifies tie- ly
accepted rules of international law. Ituus* there
is a certain framework, within which, the determina-
tion of nationality or lack thereof is to be made,
A person applying for refugee status is processed
initially in accordance with municipal law. It is,
of course, realistic to assume that in the case of a
person who claims the nationality of *X* country and
alleges that fear of persecution is responsible for
his movement,, it is not feasible nor wise to apply
to the authorities of "X" country to determine the
national status of the applicant, As a matter of
fact-finding, it is necessary for the international
agency to examine the laws and regulations of the
refugee's state of origin, published decisions of
the authorities of such state, an-3 to look to what-
ever documents or travel papers that a claimant may
possess. This, therefore } way be termed as an in-
ternational construction of municipal law. In such
33

. rcusastances the la at proiue:"® assi.
this determination nay an t to be rear in
favor of the person seeking refugee status.
•3 term "country of former habitual reaj
in the 1951 Convention was conceive; rs
to be no more than a practical substitute for- <*
terra ''country of nationality" in those- cases wherein
the latter 00 : wotrl£ be inappropriate. The kai
** country of former habitual residence 1 is defined
as the country in which a person had resided a.n& where
he had suffered or fears he would suffer persecution
if he returned thereto. 9 It is not necessary that
the refugee be a domiciliary of such former count
I
of residence but in lieu thereof, there must be a
residence of some standing or duration,
I
As has been the traditional case, a refugee
must be outside the country of his nationality. How-
ever, in the 1951 Convention there is a fells* limita-
tion which should be examined* The Convention refers
to being outside the country of nationality "as a
result of events occurin-i before 1 January 1951. '





The drafters of the term intended that ttx% was
"events" be construed £« " happenings * of major is
tance involving territorial or profound political
ages as well as systematic program* of oer^
7 A
which are the after-effects of earlier changes.
Criticism leveled at the aforesaid definition suggests
that a wore compatible construction which w be
less restrictive is: "events are EmppfJDgB which
create conditions under which a group of person®
become victims of racial, religious t national,, so-
71
cial or political persecution •" The latter vov
I
apply to a case of a government which begins perse-
•ion although no profound political changes? have
occurred. Of additional importance is the express
language of the Convention which,, while it requires
the * events" to occur before 1951, does not exclude
from international refugee status persons who become
refugees at a date subsequent thereto as a result
of events before 1951, or as a result of the after-
effects of such events which nay in fact be subse-
quent to the cut-off date, In this regard there
70
*% »< Doc. E/AC 32/5 (E/1618)
71 binson, Convention Relating to the Status
of Refugees 35 (1953).
2
U. R. ft /AC 32/5 ! ) 39? Cf. Robinson,
supra note 71, at 46 et seg.
.a a
are * nuisber of gove-. za which have 6*olt that
they consider thr; Hungarians who departed Iw
during or after 1956 uprising, to he within t
scope of the Refugee Convention. In other words,
such constructions find that th# 'uprising" within
Hungary was an after-effect of events? which had taken
73
place prior to 1951. The date 1 January 1951, is
the date on which the Office of the U.N. Com-
missioner for Refugees came into existence. This
date was inc *ted into the convention to alleviate
any reservations a State might have had toward vtnt>
taking obligations toward refugees, the origin and
number of which were unknown,
In October 1967, there came into force • Proto-
76
col Relating to the Status of Refugees. The purpose
of the protocol was to legally acknowledge that there
were events subsequent to the 1951 date which had
created new refuse** situations in the world. While
Cf. U. « Doc. VAC 79/53? f, K. Doc. A/AC
79/PSC/TT 23.
74
Robinson supra note 71, at 52.
75
U. *« Doc. E/AC 32/5 (E1613) 38.
U. N. Doc. General Assembly Official Records
r








at first re there* seams to be little advancement
toward effective control of the events whir ;ce
the x-efugees , there is nevarthelc vovessent
of the international recognition of
The Protocol amends certain sections of the 1951 C-,
vention. In particular, the condition precedent
clause of 'events occurring before I Jar .19 51"
has been >UMtmn1HHJ and no further cut-t: it© has
been included in lieu thereof. The practical ©f'.'
of the foregoing asnend&ent is to allow consideration
of the eligibility of r tm rr<; 'ess el -rte
of the events which **re found, to be the csuss&tive
factors. This latest action of th® %x .ational
community is important for two gaaSQBS. First, it.
evidences a desire to remove artificial restrictions
and inhibitions to actions which are otherwise re-
quired in the international fortBft. The second reason
is that tiss implications relating to the current refu-
gee situations prevalent in the world. A considera-
ble part of the foregoing trek through the biftfefl
of the international refugee situation has bean de-
voted to the nuances of the definitional recognition
of the refugee. Far inition found in I cant
internaticnal legal documents is, B01 'ten than not,
37

a ccsaprowiB© between conretirvg considerations of in-
ternational acticr* and national action. This will
be consi below, but before such consideration,
it is wise to introduce, to our discussion, the





The formulation MB rtfel of international law
in response to the problem; of refugee® has been am-
bivalent toward humanitarian considerations. This
allegation, however # raust be examined in the light of
present world conditions* For the purposes of our
inquiry, the exploration shall devolve from the gen-
eral consideration of who has been considered a Wiftt-
gee in international law fee who ought to be consider-
ed an intern* -1 refugee. The selection of the
present conflict in South East Asia with the attendant
is proper to examine the current refugee. In Viet Hays
the world coOTaunity is witness to an overt, conflict
which is not limited to one nation, or political
subdivision thereof, actively engaged to the exclu-
sion of any other nation. Th«i conflict would be na-
tional in character if there were but on# nation en-
gaged.
In a national conflict, the responsibility of
any other nation to any refugees product* such




internal 1 responsibilities coket only when
the refugee departs the national boundaries of the
state in which the conflict occurs. A consideration
of the converse situation is necessary t
evaluate the plight of the current refuse*. By the
converse situation is meant that the refugee is un-
able to leave his nation and the character of the
hostilities is international. If such be a supporta-
ble hypothesis, then the question suggested is whe-
ther tiie refugees, if there be such, are responsi-
bilities of the participants to the conflict only,
or if they are also responsibilities of the Inter-
77
national coimaunity*
Both North and South Viet Nam are presently in-
volved in a conflict which raay be referred to as an
unconventional war, Such conflict is limited to a
certain geographical area which is clearly defined
for purposes of military action. For a meaningful
consideration of the present situation a brief back-
ground of the events which caused the refugee problem
is necessary. The refugee problem which preeipita.
77S. Rep. Ko« 1058, 89th Congress 2d Sess. 1
(1966) . It is therein stated that the mounting refu-
gee problems in Viet Nam has been noted and it is









world concern reached critical size in 1954 as a re-
sult of certain provisions of .'eneva Accords of
78
1954, This relevant because nearly one
million refugees, in & relatively short period of
tirae, departed: the Democratic Republic of Viet Rata,
and crossed the 17th parallel into tht L<3 of
7Q
Viet Nam.
Was this refugee population a proper considera-
tion of I h Commissioner for Refugees?
Were these refugees considered within the scope of
any international treaty relevant to the ref>
It is essential to consider the 1951 Convention as
applied to the Viet Max hostilities. The 1951 Con-
vention provides that "as a result of events occur-
ring before 1 January 1953." WW the events in Viet
Nam which caused the large 'migration of refugees prior
to the cut-off dat
A brief history of Viet !3am at this point is
"The 1954 Geneva Accords , American Foreign Poll-
ey, 1950-1955; Basic Documents, Vol. 1. 750-38 (1957)
Art. 14(d) provided for a 800 day period of unfetter-
ed migration of civilians from one territory to the
other.
79
According to the Fourth Inter -port of the
I. C. C. there were 892,876 refugees who migrate
from the Worth to the South and only 4269 refugees
who moved from the South to the North under the pro-




appropriate. Following the Second v?ori
pursuant to fc : .s of 1945, v
was divided for military purposes. In th® nr. r»
sector, the Democratic Republic of Vie>t »r
Ho Chi ?iinh h&c - :ehed; and subservient ly par***
claimed that it ©lone represented all of V5
In the SOttthem ^section, the French gf9VHflWMRtt clai--
§a
that it was the only sovereign power In Viet Uii
In June 1949* the independence of the State of Viet
Naa was recognised within the French Union of Nations.
Thus, there were two • -•Tsment?- competing for essen-
tially fetal Bene territory. Each Governments X power
structure had control of a specified area within
discernible territorial limits. This fact was
recognized in 1954 by the nations participating at
the Geneva Conference, Both the Democratic Republic
of Viet Nam and the* I lie of V \^m wre repre-
sented at the 1954 Geneva Conference. Thair exister
for our • >ses c -ced with the realities of the
situation as it e^i^t bsacfuent to 1945. It is
79 (Continued) the International Commission for
Supervision and Control in Viot Mas (Viet Nam No.
3 1955, Coramand Paper 9654. Great Britain Parlia-
mentary Sessional Papers XLV (1955) 30.
19
rtl, Viet Kara Divi 71 (1964).
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unnecessary for ea to delve further into the situa-
tion as it nay have; been before lt45, since our pur~
pose is only to subnit nee that the ever
causing the re: problem occurred prior to l c>51.
It is unnecessary to characterise the events as I
as such events ar«- atible with the accepted defi-
nition. Happenings of major importance which involve
territorial changes is suggested by the drafters of
the 1951 Convention as th* Inition of 'events."
Aasumn-T t ore that the events prior to 1051
produced refugees , one -esented with tK S9tiOM
of whether the refugee "WOVeneRt* of 1954 m owing
to a well-founded fear of using persecuted. This
determination is necessarily a sobjective test.
This inquiry may sonanaw with the objective
findings relating to the- refugee movement subsequent
to the 1954 Geneva Accords. During the free-travel
period nearly seven percent of the population of t
Democratic Ml to of Viet Para, some one million
people, crossed the division line into the Republic
of Viet The refugees, mostly peasants , it has
SI
been stated, fled largely for political reasons.




We may infer frost* jective evidence that t
causes of such a laz t of • .« in such
a short peri ! time would support a finding of
"fear" as the motivating factor, especially when
we realise that the composition e aftafaa -7re
involved was oonpria* iinly of t Mast class.
The peasant class has throughout history been tied
to the land. Cuch liMwanmifi.t alsc has beer, chara'
terised as a compulsory aaviWfit of Usui people as
82
a result of suiialv political reasons. '
The third teat aa4er the Convention to be mKe
by any refugees - » is that such refugee msttt be
*outside the country of his nationality." This ini-
tial inquiry is 1. Billion refugees
who migrated subsequent to the Iff4 Geneva Accords.
We shall refer to tiw .ssical definition of a
state under intern al law to determine whether
or not such refugee stay establish entitlements.
There are four factors essential to an inition
of a state. There ought to be a La, territc







with other it while of Viet Nam ha&
a A
a popul i Of fix lion ..*• it I-
istors .ry BOOtfe of the 17th parall-
approximately $6,098 gqoa LX4MI r • " *»n
repe-i- lieed international tviftg ca-
pacity to enter into relations w' - r nations.
The Mpttbllc
within the classic* finitloti. The refugees who
were compel leu to won I -oublic of
Vic ttate whi outsi m coun-
try cf fcl neticnalit nil© aot n isjry for
our present purposes t a similar a t «dvanae<5
for those , tfho th« Republic of Viet
Mam for tne ratio Republi Viet
m the issiemer for Refugees involved
in the f< lug si .ere MM no juris-
diction sought, althc it was apparent that the
Gove* I the. blic of Viet Kan was not prepared
, The Law of Nations t: 9~7i (2d ad. 1952).
i
fl nt . c f 9 ta fc S Pufc 3 , 7473, f r I % | tern
Series 118 (1963).
See Legal Status of South Viet . U. ?. Dept,










re- Is as tth this AOVSsmant was? in
the Ion tl id for international
actio;-; was The init:
crisis wsh a port©! oblam
concomitant to it hoatilitias o ring in
the Republic cf VI , Ml t&a M ar$J La Viet I
gai . sn in ore--, civilians
wart* enabl- irect involvement in the
battles. Their Immum warm in the midst of the fcat-
tla fields. Nevertheless , it is difficult to tetftt-
• what, if any, assistance vm render-
-
in the early it conflict, It »ay foe , as
has elsawhr ms it - Its refuses vara
. <?t the refugee group
assoeL^t-*-' v --t-^inavn Accord movement w«s
within the previsions of tha 1951 Convention and
with! juyiidiet 'f the ' Commissioner,
it is? certain that the battlef ;' ' I fa«i were not





S. Rep. No. 1053, supra note 81 , at 11.

entitled to any internati on© 1 as. - rice or g
tion. These re es were within the confines
their own state, not qualify *"or assistance
under any international agreement. Th® o?mse of
their compulsory HHW was war.
assistance and safety » It is to be note** that these
refugees were from the peasant class and could not
reasonably be angaetaxS to depart the fotpahlic of Viet
Ham, The mechanises established by international
law and international agg "'its were not. to be in-
volved. There was only the traditional interna-
tional approach that the problem of the Viet &ast
conflict was a problem of purely rcunicip- domes-
tic concern- It remains to establish th& nature,
and extent of the ra S situation so as to deter-
mine the refugee n<Emd&, if any, to feel satisfied.
In the year 1965, the nurcber of gafttfaaa in-
creased at a rate uqmmansosmta with the growth of
the war. In the *aarly tnonth® of that year the numb
of refugees was estimated to be approximately 200,000
people. By raid- 1965, the number of refugees had
swollen to nearly 400,000. By September it h&c.
reached 600 r 000 and to nearly • million by the a]




tat the ab--v- nr-t one fchi •>-
ra«a Involved, r- a-
ran tinder sixteen, wor.en tad older
per 16
and 40 years of age. while the . »-
tics point --rtions of the ratio
of re' if to total etiviilaa population* it I
nevarthr lase a»a*Btial tc consider what aid the*





T I 3WA£ B
a. an international centra
Since the Unit-. rates of Lea is firm-
ly committed to direct n&llitary par >atlaa in the
present conflict, it la relevant ta the
aaei8tance,wnicn is rendered to the t <^s by the
United states. A refugee is aefinef -ilitary
dietionary as "A civilian within the national boun-
daries of his country who by reason of war is either
temporarily homeless or involuntarily removed or dis-
tant frost his horn*- This definition, it is appar-
ent, relates to the situation existing in Viet Haw.
The armed forces are subject tc the mm Convention
relative to the Protection of Civilian Persona in
Tiroe of War of August 12, 1943,
It is perhaps wisest to project our inquiry from
an examination of the persons protected into the
limits of the | tion obtaine- The provisions
92
""Army Reqs. V*)« 320-1.
93





of the 1949 Geneve Convention applies to all armed
•flict t* arise between parties to I m~
ventior, war has been dteclaree or not, and
even if one of the partic' m refuses to recognise
a state of war. with regar mvention pro-
visions, the International Comittes of sd Cross
"(ajlarsted by t creat ; . L ationalisation
of the [Viet Han] conflict and the constant extension
of Hostilities, the [Red Cross] launched an appeal
on June 11, 1365 to all belligerents requesting them
to take necessary measures with a view to ensuring
the full application of th ;eva Conventions."
The Republic of Vietnam States of
America declared that they agreed to apply the Geneva
Conventions as a w without ting the a
plication of, t for Foreign Affairs
of the Democratic Republic of Viet Ha*, in its reply
of August 31 r 1965, restric tself to protesting
against the bombing of its territory. v The National
§4 Comite International de la Croix-Rouge , Infor-










Liberation Front [Tiet Co rnternatio'.
Coamittee of the Red Cross in Oc 1965,, that since
it did not part. in the Geneva Conventions and
therefore did net consider itself I • Vjf tslfei
Australia and Hew Zealand which also have military
forces inv^ have r« plication
the Geneva Convention. '-•*», e%* M above
declarations of some rtieipants of the
flict it way that t nflict has interna-
tional character* In any event, person® who are pro-
tected by the convention, are those civilians wh
"at a given mor-. . in any manner whats? r#*
find themselves in the evv. cnflict or occupa-
tion in the of a
.
to the conflict
occupying power y are not nationals.
Protection is predicated on the individual being
captured, by and subject to the control of a foreign
enemy power, ; t there is Conventir taction
only when the individual is without the protection
of his own state. Article 13 of the Convention pro-
vides for t n of the entire \lations
of the belligerents without any adverse distinction
based, in particular, on race, nationality, religion
or political opinion. These provisions relate only




a «VAtf1 MX Jw &Afti*«S *;••• &a.
ri*;*nl ear- AM* •€* I**
**ort. >i^neurit*® mti
*q *
Convention is t Ion of -il when
r. The
refugee In Viet Nan is raore often s not flee
oniy fro battle* iol<?. Be is s concern of the
military forces er. ' in f
. tillties* He,
however, vest at all ti^.es, remain seconder? in im-
portance t litnry mission* There is litt
argument .\ this a»si«?nm*ant of values,
military rtieijsatins; in the Republic of
Vi.it Kern, i United Btats
jaye cf e©i of assistance but
tnose programs are not S ore olution
of the problem, file go eat c '"-lie of
Viet K*si It not in f« position, to provide
for the essential wmlta t the refugeei
B. HUMAN FI
Another consideration is the Oaiverssl
97
Declaration of Human Rights. -erein, it
stated that certain homes rights are to s«cur« by
progressive measures , national international,
universal ami effective recognition
servance. The substantive aspects? set forth in this
97
->e Yearbook o an Kicrhts for 1948 (1950)
469-79; U. B. Doc, No. A/810 Gen, Ask. Off, Rec. f
3d fees, (i) 71.
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-.-/;-.,,
Declaration clearly apply to th« situation in Viet
Kara. m thrust of the provisions of the Declaration
is to secure to every individual certain rights.
It may be a thess rights are primarily
the concern of the municipal government. In the con-
text of the refugee situation the right to security
of person and the right to own property acquire dp-
eial significance. It is these rights that our
modern refugee desires, ??o longer is the travel
document the measure of the international assistance.







There has been an exhaustive and extensive anal-
ysis of the refuge© in war relate d non-war situa-
tions, The refugees of the Russian internal conflict
needed certain legal rights. Their plight necessari-
ly was the subject of international law but only be-
cause the conscience of man ha m pri« Their
status was defined and their most pressing needs were
looked after by an international agency. Within the
confines of the var: definitions, there are cer-
tain well-defined iiftits, in which international
law in the person of treaties, has established
trends and value. There was a ne<- be filled
which was not being BMH the states of the world.
Harly in this century, the possession of identity
or travel papers were of prime concern to the refu-
gee. There was, however, a vacuum and it was into
this vacuum that international law proceeded. The
nature of the problems of the refugee remained fairly
constant up to and including the Second World war.
The primary justification for international action
B a»i
a 14*
through international law was the croesineT of a
state's b< fugee who was escaping from
some sort of battlefield. The battlefield nmy have
been similar tc the situation existing in Viet nam
or it coui --:ve been of lesser danger to life. In
any ©vent there was the seeking of refuge away from
this battlefield. The refugees were compelled to
depart their homeland.
Always constant, however, in the application
of international law was the inclusion of the cone
tion that the refugee not be within his country.
For refugee situations found in the early oart of
this century this condition way have been val;
The wars of circumstances creating the refugees
were not international in character. The absence
of effects la international law during the fe
World War was due to the military exigencies and may
be set aside fron our consideration. The military
definition of a refugee set forth la the r revious
apter is ^ore in accord wit 1 realities of the
situation of war. The Second World War was inter-
national in character I He refugees which were
created as a result thereof were the responsibility





front:.: i post-war peri.-: Kb* re-creati-.
of t> national r agencies continued the
evolution ^ernatlonal rules that Wige humani-
tarian is nature. ^s® li
that worl •'< -olitical conflict;-, hinder the esta-
blished goals of international W assistance.
The earl}' Straggle* how«%v*sr, resulted into the
creation of the concept of an agency which was pri-
marily concerned with efforts on behalf of refugees.
The High Commissioner fca.1 I m the intc
national scale. Kore® and its limited conflict also
established th<? necessity cf international assistance
to the refugee* Is there principle to he derived
from thes. I facts? The concept of ^.n international
officer who is OAly with refugees is desi-
rable. Such international officer can avoid many
the disadvantages associated with the other methods
of assisting the refugee. Certainly the !<i<?h Com-
missioner could deal more effectively with the refugee
'•;blems than a specialized agency , Certainly there
is nothing ner as wrong with such specialized agency.
The inherent, difficulty associated with such an ef-
fort, however, is that if the life and character of





tb> wir re - :tin<g forces
in a cc; similar tc Viet »*»,
Viet -itry in which the body of
our refugee law is on trial. It is her© that crea-
tive forces nuist be used to llsh the proper
remedies. If ft) C©aR UMMrf for refugee*
li the answer, fchea efforts? mi*t Ni r.a^e to promptly
enlarge the j. ! iction and the duties thereof,
Viet lef ieltf of en international
v.flict. e Mrvera 1 nations? which have as-
tt&tttit of hell.i17erar.tF therein, Their ac-
tions towa te, who are not their nationals,
are 8©r.iewhat guided by th<* Geneva 1 Convention IV of
1949. For ti • that such conflict <jivee
rise to such internet iX obligation: , it is con-
tended that wh«B an international war creates refu-
gees, it thereby creates international obligations
to tin -iqees. These* refugees are t fttfNW con-
cern of an internationa.1 iyiiKf« If this be true,
then the ideal agency to be involved in - rofolews
of refugees in Viet. Nam is the Kigh G&m • ioner
for Refuqees. ies should be expanded to re-
spond to the problems associated with t.h® refugees.




powers to ensure that the agency will remain respon-
sive to the needs. Initially, it is recommended that
the executive - r of the « i ry in which the
lissioner desires entrance be allow* veto power
to curtail any and ail activities of the sgen •
This is necessary licate lines that
must be drawn with r* to avoiding any infringement
on the sovereignty of the invitii- -.ion. This pro-
cedure is l :s s an effort to hastan the clear-
ly discernibi& trends set forth above. In the ft]
sence of this veto, it is suggested that the inexo-
rable march of these measures would re-
occur. It is, suffice it to say, expedient to hasten
trend. In reply to those who isay r«*t that
in the ereati' this power within the agency,
.e inclusion of this category of refugee within
the provisions of the Convention of if51, there is
an unwarranted intrusion into domestic matters, it
is contended that the responsibility of the Cornmis-
sion endures only as long as the nation concern
is unable to provide for such battle f in'. aes.
It would be necessary to set forth certain
safety areas for these refugee centers where hostil-





These provisions would ha similar to the Safety
Zones accorded to the hospitals under the Geneva
Convention TV of 1949. military personnel woui
be al to seek safety therein. These protective
zones for civilian refugees, wherein the international
community would guarantee certain minimal standards
of living throucrh international lew, would be en-
forceable through provisions providing for penalties
for any violation. These m >e in the nature of
war crimes. If these *itions appear novel, an
enlightens ective provides the justification.
A more serious problem is the fact that if only
one nation to an international conflict is assist*
then the State is assisted militarily by the release
of labor and expenditures for military purposes which
would be otherwise employed on behalf of the refugee.
The response to such contention is that free xones
must be the created in the midst of these hostilities,
even though the argument may have some merit. The
rebuttal thereto is that there are refugees in the
Democratic Republic of Viet Kara who would also bene~
fit. The Sigh Commissioner for Refugees would extend
his efforts to both sides* A balancing of equities
would thereby be achieved and the only benefit would
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